Going digital is moving you forward!
Digitalization made by Lufthansa Systems

Personalized
Air Travel
Services
Enhanced traveler experience and direct
interaction with travelers by new types of
digital and personalized pre-flight, inflight
and post-flight services and apps.

BoardConnect
As a digital platform,
BoardConnect provides more
than wireless inflight entertainment on mobile devices. The
modular platform also offers
options for flight deck and
cabin crew – with or without
an Internet connection.

Live Conferencing
in the Air
Using BoardConnect
as the base system, we
worked with partners to
develop a flexible solution
for live conferencing in
the air, with streaming to
passenger devices.

Connectivity
We established a long-term global partnership to ensure
we can offer airlines a modern, on-board IT platform
(BoardConnect) with broadband Internet access that can
be used for a wide variety of applications.

Meal Order App
An optimized approach to meal personalization
and distribution. Helps to streamline inflight meal
ordering, with a focus on first class and business
class passengers.

mCabin
The mobile cabin solution provides
airline crews with an app designed to
ensure first class passenger communication, efficient cabin crew management
and optimal processes at every stage of
the crew duty day.

inTime App
The app works out how much time passengers will need to get to the gate on time from
their current location.

#zeroG
We use Big Data Analytics to develop customized
products, services and communication that meet
the needs of airlines along the entire travel process.

Increasing airline revenues by enabling
the offering and distribution of dynamic
service packages (tickets and ancillary
travel services) to travelers.

Dynamic
Distribution
Management

ProfitLine/NDC
We work with our partners to provide solutions
across the NDC process chain: from offers, order
management and dynamic pricing – with or without
booking classes – to fulfillment and billing solutions
from our Sirax accounting solution. We help airlines
achieve lower distribution costs, higher revenues and
superior customer loyalty as a result of increased
product personalization.

Safe &
Efficient Flight
Operations
System-wide optimization that increases
savings while improving flight safety: fuel
efficiency, improved aircraft routing and
reduced turnaround times (incl. crew, MRO).

Lido/Navigation
Lido/Flight
Airlines use Lido/Flight 4D to calculate the most
appropriate route for the scheduled flight. This
next-generation flight planning system features 4D
optimization and a high level of automation.

We’ve been helping airlines transition to the
paperless cockpit for over 15 years. Lido/mPilot
(iOS) and Lido/eRouteManual (Windows)
are digital navigation chart apps that offer an
increasingly dynamic user experience.

HubApp
Usable anywhere and any time, HubApp gives
flight managers access to flight times, booking
levels, gates, changeovers, etc. for flights located
in their assigned gate area.

NetLine/Sched Slot Mobile

NetLine/Crew Open-Time/Trip Trade

The evolution of an idea from last year’s Airline Forum:
We have developed a prototype where slot controllers
can monitor/request slots and answer offers from any
mobile device. We are now looking for early adopters
to turn this into an actual product.

Lets crew members trade duties with other crew
members, plus pick, drop and trade, including unassigned pairings in open time, on any mobile device.

NetLine/Crew Interactive Duty Plan
Offers real-time access to crew duty plans on
any mobile device. Crew members can use
the solution to manage their schedule change
notifications and duty check-ins.

NetLine/Load Mobile Solution
This solution designed for the mobile devices used
by ramp agents offers simultaneous system updating
directly from the apron, making the load control process
more efficient and less error-prone. Chat functionality
also means information can be exchanged in real time.

NetLine/Load 3DLoadplan
This prototype offers a preview of Future Load
Control: The innovative 3D visualization of the
load plan in the NetLine/Load weight and balance
solution offers better planning results for the remote
load controller while also improving communications with the ramp agent.

Reliable
Air Travel
Experience
NetLine/Ops ++ Compact
Gives ops controllers or any other department a complete overview of current
operations on any mobile device.

Robust itinerary planning offering mitigation and transparency for travelers and airlines in the event of unforeseen changes.

mCabin/Messenger

NetLine/Ops ++ Eye Tracking

A messenger app optimizing processes for
ground and flight deck crews and enabling
access from anywhere.

The eye movements of the ops controller are
analyzed with eye-tracking technology to ensure
that no important warnings or alerts are missed.

AirLytics
… Currently undergoing enhancement as
part of a joint research project with zeroG
and the DLR.

cGroup
Enables airlines to corporately use the available
data processing infrastructure at airports.

Data Discovery
We provide solutions for Big Data in Revenue Accounting
namely Sirax/Volume and usability enablers Sirax/Mobile
and Sirax/Cockpit. These tools are using new UX concepts
and combining different data sources and functions like
predictive analysis together and provide among others
advanced network profitability.

